Disclaimer

This website is offered to you by Equigy. All content on this website – i.e. all texts, images, sound files and software accessible from the homepage www.equigy.com the underlying pages – is protected under the Netherlands Copyright Act (Auteurswet).

LIABILITY AND COPYRIGHT OF EQUIGY
The content of this website may not be copied – unless Equigy has explicitly provided facilities for that purpose on the website – nor may it be altered in any way. Equigy strives to provide correct and up to date information on this website, but cannot guarantee that all details are correct, accurate and complete.

Equigy does not accept any liability for any (supposed) damage incurred as a result of your use of www.Equigy.com, nor for the consequences of activities undertaken on the basis of data and information included on this website.

The provisions of the previous sentence also apply to access to data and information included on any external websites to which this website links.